The exchange and correlation energy of a nonuniform electronic system can be decomposed into contributions of different wave-vector fluctuations. Both the long-and short-wavelength contributions to this energy can be properly handled. A possible approach for the intermediate region is to interpolate between these two limits. We examine this interpolation scheme within the infinite-barrier model, as it applies to surface-energy calculations. Our study suggests that such schemes are inadequate for the treatment of this intermediate region.
I. INTRODUCTION The exchange and correlation energy of a nonuniform fermion system in the presence of an external potential V(r) is given by the well-known form' E"=-2~dw Jdr'v{r-E", = E"", = Jt d r n(r) e",(n(r) ), (6) Equation (4) is exact but its evaluation for an arbitrary nonuniform fermion system is presently a virtually impossible task. An approximation for Eq. (4) has been suggested by Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) and is referred to as the local-density approximation (LDA). In the LDA, Eq. (4) is approximated by where Xv(r -r') is some arbitrary particle-particle interaction of coupling strength ){. , ){~(r, r ', i{d) is the response function of the system, and n~(r) is the corresponding density. Making the connection with the structure factor S(r, r ') where e", (n(r) ) is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a homogeneous electron gas of density n(r). A connection between Eqs. E"N,=-E", (q) x [S", (q, n(r)) -1 ], where S", (q, n(r)} is the structure factor of the homogeneous electron gas with local density n(r). (9) with the small-q limit given by lim y(q) = (0~/8m) q ((u, --, '(u~) where k~i s given in terms of the bulk density no by k~= (3w2no)'~3. A is the area of the cleaved surface and su~and co, are the bulk-and surfaceplasmon frequencies, respectively (i.e., u, . = (dp/v2 ) . 
We note that in the above form the wave-vector decomposition requires that the interparticle interaction of component q be written
where p(r, r') =2+/&(r)$~&(r')0 (&& -Ez) .
After some lengthy analysis we get the following form for E":
The index i covers the occupied states and &= k2k2~/2m is the Fermi energy.
e'(x) = ' ' e'(z) =1 -e'(z) . E"= - 
where the primes in Eqs. (29)- (32) 
S""(q,~,) -1=-, '9'(2k, -q)~-2+ ---, It' 3 q 1q3
The explicit structure of K(q, x,k"k, ') is easily evaluated from Eq. (19) and for completeness we write its form below:
The last term in Eq. (34) corresponds to the bulk contribution, in the exchange, per unit volume multiplied by the length 5 = 3m/4k~(the Appendix) .
The bulk contribution is well known and is given byH (q, xk"k, ') =9 (k, -k~)9 (k, ' k~)(z-(k~-k, ")9 (a, -q(1 x')'~')+ z(k~k ')9&( a, q(1 x2)«2) a high-density system in which the correlation contribution to y(q) and yLn(q), for a finite qvalue, -is of the order' e4 (e' being the first power of the interparticle interaction) and for which the exchange contribution to y(q) and y"n(q) is of the order of e2, then the difference in Fig. 2 (particularly for q &k~) cannot possibly be totally corrected by correlation. This does not apply to the limit of small q, of course. Fixing e at a finite value and then taking the limit of q -0 gives for y(q) the form in Eq. (10), which goes to zero at q =0. From the small-q behavior of y(q) in the exchange approximation (Fig. 2) it is clear that correlation will introduce a major cancellation in this q going to zero limit. Similar delicate cancellation, at small q, occurs in the bulk exchange and correlation structure of E~D(q). If Consider N electrons inside a box of length L+ 5 bounded at z = 0 and z = L+ 5 by an infinite potential barrier (Fig. 4) 
